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In the following pages, we present the main 
advances, achievements and challenges faced  
by Racional Engenharia in 2018. This report  
also details the business strategies adopted by  
the Company during the year and the economic-
financial results achieved. 

Disclosure of the our operations, covering  
the social and environmental spheres, and  
of our economic and financial performance  
to clients, employees, suppliers and other 
stakeholders is already something incorporated 
into Racional’s everyday business, and is in line 
with its strategy of being the most reliable  
brand in the market. This is the 13th consecutive 
year that this summary of activities is published  

to provide transparency to Racional’s short-, 
medium- and long-term strategies and generate 
value to the Company and all its stakeholders. 
Racional’s annual reports include the financial 
statements of the respective years and are 
audited by the consulting firm KPMG. They are 
available on www.racional.com.

We constantly strive to improve our reports 
every year and, therefore, your suggestions  
are more than welcome. Please use this channel 
to send your questions or comments or the 
Contact Us form on our website. 

Enjoy the reading!

http://www.racional.com/?idioma=en-US
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2018 was a challenging year for Brazil. This was 
perceived by all industries and especially by the 
civil construction industry. But we were prepared 
for it. As Racional is a well-capitalized, financially 
sound company with good risk management,  
we decided to forego profitability in recent  
years and invest, instead, in process reviews, 
management models and services. And our 
efforts began to bear fruit in 2018. Even in  
an adverse scenario, we reached an equivalent 
revenue of BRL 680 million, up 4% over the 
previous year, and net earnings of BRL 8.2 million, 
65% higher than the result budgeted for the year. 
We also had a considerable growth in the 
contribution margin, which totaled BRL 55.6 
million, more than double that of 2017.

This improvement is thanks to a combination 
of factors, such as better performance in  
some projects, cost reduction secured through 
renegotiation and review of expenses, and 
improvement in the performance of post-
construction costs resulting from the quality of 
our projects. This is also reflected in the decision 
to diversify our business activities, such as our 

Investments in innovation  
and processes made in  
recent years have enabled us  
to develop projects of the 
highest technological and 
management relevance. 

Message  
from the CEO

entry into the infrastructure market three years 
ago, more precisely in the airport segment, when 
a new field of opportunities opened up for us. 
 We have already added two projects to our 
portfolio in this segment—the Belo Horizonte  
and Florianópolis international airports—and there 
are good prospects with the new round of airport 
concessions to be announced in March 2019. 

Investments in innovation and processes 
made in recent years have enabled us to  
develop projects of the highest technological  
and management relevance. We completed  
the Sirius Project in Campinas, São Paulo State, 
which is set to be the world’s most modern 
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particle accelerator when it comes into 
operation. Furthermore, we are currently fast 
building an innovative shopping mall in Rio  
de Janeiro—the Park Jacarepaguá. We have  
also begun construction of the Research and 
Teaching Center at the Albert Einstein Israeli 
Hospital in São Paulo, a building set to become 
an architecture icon in Brazil. We were also 
commissioned by the Albert Einstein Hospital  
to remodel the facades of its main building.  
We have also commenced the initial phase of 
construction of the MRV Arena in Belo Horizonte. 

Our success in winning these major contracts 
lies, on the one hand, in the strength of our 
brand, which is recognized for its customer 
service, delivery capacity, reliability and customer 
loyalty, and on the other hand, in our ability to 
provide quality engineering and intelligence 
solutions, a key differential improved even further 
in our pre-construction services. 

Internally, we have evolved into the creation  
of increasingly collaborative work environments. 
The Company’s different core groups are  
now closer and more connected, allowing us,  

for example, to improve our quality management 
process and add more value to our deliveries.

Another point worth mentioning is the 
enhancement of our Integrity Program. We 
reviewed our Code of Conduct and created two 
new policies. One deals with expected 
Anticorruption practices and the other addresses 
Donations and Sponsorship. The boundaries  
are now clearer and these changes reflect the 
level of maturity and consistency that we have 
achieved in these issues.

Although 2018 was characterized by progress 
and achievements, we believe that consistent 
growth is still far off. However, more stable  
and sustainable bases for a new economic cycle 
are expected. When confirmed, they might 
trigger the gradual resumption of private 
investments. This could benefit our business, 
which is dependent on investor confidence in 
the country’s future. Regardless of the scenario, 
we are ready to deliver reliable, consistent 
projects and solutions, always with an ethical 
and transparent approach. These are the  
very attributes that drive Racional’s activities.  

I wish to thank all our employees for their 
dedication and outstanding commitment to 
delivering the best. I would also like to 
acknowledge and thank our clients for their  
trust and our suppliers for their partnership  
that has always shaped our relations.

NEWTON SIMÕES
CEO 
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About 
Racional 

We go far beyond  
just building.  
We work across  
all phases  
of a project’s  
life cycle
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Profile Racional Engenharia is one of the leading 
Engineering and Civil Construction companies  
in Brazil. The Company offers complete,  
innovative and tailor-made solutions by integrating 
engineering and construction across all project 
stages for clients and investors in the Industrial, 
Shopping Malls & Retail, Buildings, Science  
& Technology, and Infrastructure markets. 

Since 1971, when it was created, Racional  
has built more than 600 projects across Brazil, 

equivalent to more than 9 million square meters 
of built-up area. The Company’s extensive 
experience in the shopping malls segment, 
boasting 48 projects developed during this 
period, is one of the Company’s hallmarks. 

Headquartered in the city of São Paulo  
and established as a limited liability company, 
Racional Engenharia is controlled by its holding 
company—Racional Participações—which  
also includes Racional Empreendimentos.

9 million + 
sqm 

600 + 
projects

48 shoppings 
malls

built since 1971 of built-up area all over Brazil Racional is one of the main shopping mall 
contractors in Brazil
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Racional has a strong B2B presence and specializes 
in the following markets and segments:

Markets  Segments
Industrial Automotive
  Steel
  Chemicals
  Agri-Industrial
  Food & Beverages
  Textiles
  Consumer Goods 
  Electronics
Shopping Malls & Retail Shopping Malls
  Retail
Buildings Corporate Buildings
  Hotels & Resorts
  Convention and Exhibition Centers 
  Educational and Cultural Centers
  Hospitals
Science & Technology Datacenters
  R&D Centers
  Special Projects
Infrastructure Airports
  Logistics

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Way of being

Ultimately, we are all “workers  
in construction”.

InspirationRacional Engenharia expresses 
its culture and unique way of 
being through its Fundamentals: 

To develop construction solutions and 
build buildings in an innovative and 
competitive way, thus contributing to 
a better society.

Mission

To be the most reliable brand in  
our market.

Vision

Values

TRUST: We promote experiences that reflect the 
integrity and skills of both our people and the 
organization. This is the beginning and the end of 
everything we do.

AESTHETICS: We express our Values through our attitude 
and the organization of our workplace environment.  
We ensure that form reflects our content.

SOLUTIONMENT 1: We anticipate needs and seek 
solutions. Our attitude is the result of solution combined 
with movement.

COMMITMENT: We are interested both in the process 
and the result of a project. We are bound by the attitude 
of continually seeking the success of our projects.

1  A term coined and adopted by Racional 
Engenharia from the combination of the 
words solution and movement. The 
combination of these two words expresses 
something that is very characteristic of 
Racional’s culture—the attitude of 
anticipating customer needs and finding 
solutions to stimulate innovative attitudes.
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Business

We have high 
liquidity and 
controlled, 
debt-free cash 
management
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Operating 
performance

By year-end 2018, Racional’s projects portfolio 
exceeded BRL 1.1 billion. The Company’s 
diversified portfolio includes projects built during 
the year, such as the Arena MRV in Belo 
Horizonte and the revitalization of the Barra 
Shopping Mall façade in Rio de Janeiro. 

During 2018, five projects were completed  
or were in the final stage of delivery, among 

them, the Sirius Project facility in Campinas,  
São Paulo, which houses the 4th generation 
particle accelerator of the National Synchrotron 
Light Laboratory (LNLS), the world’s most 
modern light laboratory developed by the National 
Center for Energy and Materials Research 
(CNPEM). It is the largest and most complex 
scientific facility ever built in Brazil.

UNDERWAY  
IN 2018 

COMPLETED    ■ Park Sul Shopping Mall (Rio de 
  Janeiro State)
■ Expansion of Shopping Villagemall  
  (Rio de Janeiro State)

Shopping Malls  
& Retail

■ Park Jacarepaguá Mall (Rio de 
  Janeiro State)
■ Revitalization of the Barra  
  Shopping Mall façade (Rio de  
  Janeiro State)*
■ Confidential project*

■ Memorial Porto Seguro Call 
  Center (São Paulo State)

Buildings 

■ Torres SP Market (São Paulo  
  State)
■ Albert Einstein Hospital —  
  renovation of façades buildings  
  A, B and C (São Paulo State)
■ Arena MRV (Minas Gerais State)* 
■ Teaching and research center Albert  
  Einstein Hospital (São Paulo State)

■ Goodman ABCD1 Logistics  
  Center (São Paulo State)

Infrastructure

■ New passenger terminal  
  Florianópolis International  
  Airport (Santa Catarina  
  State)
■ Confidential project*

Science  
& Technology

■ Confidential project*

■ Synchrotron Light  
  Laboratory (Sirius Project)  
  (São Paulo State)

* Contracts signed in 2018

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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ALBERT EINSTEIN HOSPITAL (SÃO PAULO STATE)

TEACHING AND RESEARCH CENTER  
ALBERT EINSTEIN HOSPITAL (SÃO PAULO STATE)

This project was 
designed by the 
renowned architect 
Moshe Safdie

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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MEMORIAL PORTO SEGURO CALL CENTER 
(SÃO PAULO STATE)

MRV ARENA (MINAS GERAIS STATE)

The new Atlético-MG  
stadium will have 
47,000 seats

PARK SUL SHOPPING MALL (RIO DE JANEIRO STATE)

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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SYNCHROTRON LIGHT LABORATORY 
(SIRIUS PROJECT) (SÃO PAULO STATE)

The largest 
scientific facility  
ever built in Brazil

GOODMAN ABCD1 LOGISTICS CENTER  
(SÃO PAULO STATE)

NEW PASSENGER TERMINAL FLORIANÓPOLIS 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SANTA CATARINA STATE)

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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PARK JACAREPAGUÁ MALL (RIO DE JANEIRO STATE)

38-year partnership  
with Multiplan:  
15 projects completed 
and 2 projects underway

REVITALIZATION OF THE BARRA SHOPPING 
MALL FAÇADE (RIO DE JANEIRO STATE)

EXPANSION OF SHOPPING VILLAGEMALL (RIO DE JANEIRO STATE)

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Project Portfolio  
Breakdown 

The Buildings and Shopping Malls & Retail 
markets accounted for the largest number  
of projects, 33% of Racional’s portfolio each, 
followed by the Infrastructure and Science  
& Technology markets. In equivalent revenue, 
the Science & Technology market stands  
out with 41% of the total, followed by 
Infrastructure with 32%. This breakdown  
of the portfolio between markets varies each 
year, depending on the construction stage  
where each project stands and how many  
new clients are added. 

BUILDINGS 

SHOPPING MALLS & RETAIL 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

33%

33%20%

13%
42%

32%

21%

6%

Number  
of Projects

Equivalent  
Revenue
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Contract 
modalities 

Of the 15 projects in Racional’s portfolio in 2018, 
11 were contracted in the pre-construction  
phase, whereby the projects are designed and 
building opportunities and risks are mapped out. 
Altogether, 73% of the portfolio was contracted 
at the pre-construction phase and this percentage 
continues to increase each year. This means  
that Racional Engenharia is consolidating  
its pre-construction expertise and can offer its 
clients its long-standing experience and 
intelligence over its 47 years, and thus contribute 
to increasing CAPEX (investments) and reducing 
OPEX (operating expenses). 

The services and solutions provided by  
Racional Engenharia cover all construction  
cycles and can be contracted according to its 
involvement and performance both in the  
project development stage and in the execution 
of the works. Therefore, the contract modalities  
can be adjusted to suit the client’s demand  
and strategy. A contract may focus, for  
example, on feasibility studies, pre-construction 
and construction to ensure the integrity of the 
project. For this, the Company structures its 
services under the following contract modalities:

■ GENERAL CONTRACTOR (GC)
■ CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AT RISK (CM@RISK) 
■ DESIGN&BUILD (D&B) 

Click here for further information on these 
Contract Modalities.

of Racional’s portfolio  
is contracted at the 
pre-construction phase

73%

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Strategy

We ensure the 
continuity and 
sustainability  
of the company 
through the 
projects  
we undertake
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Strategic Plan Racional Engenharia’s planning is based on long-
term goals and objectives. For this reason, the 
Strategic Plan that guides the Company’s activities 
is also in line with these long-term strategies. 
Racional’s Strategic Plan has been in force  
since 2014 and was consolidated over the years.  
It continues to adjust our course in a timely 
manner, in accordance with mapped opportunities 
and challenges faced by the Company. Our 
Strategic Plan adopts the Balanced Scorecard 
(BSC) management methodology, which is  
broken down into four interrelated dimensions.

Thanks to increasingly collaborative environments 
in work routines, the review of the 2018  
Strategic Plan was joined, for the first time, by  
a significant number of employees, who helped 
the Company’s executive group in this task.  
In this process, digital behavior, which is already  
a scaling issue at Racional with the increasing  
and ubiquitous use of technology applied to  
its processes, was expanded with an emphasis 
on the change of experiences by different 
stakeholders. Issues related to competitiveness 
and people management, among other issues, 
were also reviewed. 

value 
for all

people
with knowledge and management

processes create  
solutions for the market

generating 
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Sustainability 
strategy

Socio-environmental management encompasses 
all Racional’s projects. In doing so, the  
Company seeks to mitigate the risks of its 
activities to the environment and to local 
communities, thus contributing to their economic 
and social development.

In this respect, Racional adopts a methodology 
aimed at identifying and reducing possible 
environmental impacts that may be generated 
during the construction period. Specific 
sustainability plans are developed for each 
project, and employees attend regular training 
and awareness programs on these issues. 

Sustainable initiatives

In order to minimize the impact of Racional’s 
activities, several sustainable initiatives are 
undertaken by the Company throughout the 
course of its contracts. Examples of initiatives 
during construction of Park Jacarepaguá  
Shopping Mall in Rio de Janeiro include the  
use of crushed stone from demolition concrete  
in the street construction layout, black smoke 

assessments of exhaust pipes of diesel vehicles, 
and effluent sediment from groundwater lowering. 
The installation on site of drinking fountains  
with angled drinking heads aimed at reducing 
consumption and disposal of plastic cups,  
is also an example of how sustainable initiatives 
permeate the daily routine of Racional’s 
construction sites.

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Project  
certification

Racional’s projects are designed so as to generate 
the least possible impact on the environment,  
both during the construction phases of the project 
and in the building’s entire operational phase.  
An example of this is the fact that the projects are 
designed to optimize energy performance, including 
the use of clean energy, reduction of water 
consumption and proper waste management.

Racional’s concern for sustainability is 
reflected in the certifications obtained by the 
Company for many of its construction projects. 
The Tietê Plaza Shopping Mall, for example,  
was the first mall in the State of São Paulo to 
become LEED certified. The LEED certification 
was created by the USGBC (U.S. Green Building 
Council), a non-governmental organization 
promoting sustainability in building design and 
construction. Another example is the Telefónica 
Vivo Datacenter, the first Latin American data 
center to be LEED certified. 

Currently, Racional boasts  
16 LEED-certified projects  
in its portfolio. The L’Oréal 
Corporate Tower in Rio  
de Janeiro, owned by JPL 
Participações Ltda and 
Brookfield Property Group, 
became LEED-Gold certified  
in 2018. 
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Project  LEED Level

Centeranel Raposo Gold

GE Global Research Center  Silver

Centro Tecnológico Itaú Gold

BM&FBovespa Datacenter Certified

Telefônica Vivo Datacenter Gold (first LEED certified datacenter in Latin America)
Ecopátio Bracor Imigrantes Gold

Edifício Cidade Nova Certified (first LEED certified corporate building in Brazil)
Oswaldo Cruz German Hospital  Gold

Albert Einstein Israeli Hospital – Morumbi Gold

Albert Einstein Israeli Hospital – Perdizes Silver

Jaguar Land Rover Plant Gold

Morumbi Corporate Tower Gold

Tietê Plaza Shopping Mall Silver 
Torre Z  Gold

Hilton Barra Hotel Certified

ĹOréal Corporate Tower Gold

LEED Certified Projects
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Governance 
and ethics

Trust is the  
foundation of our 
business and  
of our relationships.  
Therefore,  
transparency and  
ethics guide  
our attitudes
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Advisory  
Board

Monitors and assesses the 
Company’s performance, 
challenging it as a business. It also 
brings forward questions aimed  
at contributing to the Organization’s 
continuity. The Advisory Board 
advises the Board of Executive 
Officers on best management 
practices from the economic, 
financial, social and environmental 
perspective. It is composed of the 
controlling shareholder, who also 
serves as the Company’s CEO,  
and two independent members 
with extensive business 
experience, who meet bimonthly. 

Board of Executive 
Officers

Is responsible for the Company’s 
Strategic Plan and is in charge of 
the management and administration 
of Racional Engenharia’s activities. 
It is made up of four executive 
officers: the CEO, the vice 
president, who is responsible for 
Operations and Business 
Development, the CFO, who is 
responsible for the Administration  
& Finance core group, and André 
Simões, Newton Simões’ son,  
who serves as executive director,  
a position created in 2018. 

Family  
Council

Composed of the first and second 
generation of the founder’s family, 
the Family Council is in charge  
of setting the risk appetite and the 
guidelines to be considered in 
strategic planning processes led  
by the Advisory Board and the 
Board of Executive Officers.

Governance 
structure

Racional Engenharia’s governance 
relies on professional management, 
whose structure comprises  
a Family Council, an Advisory Board 
and a Board of Executive Officers, 
besides four assisting bodies.

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Assisting bodies 

Management 
Committees 

Made up of Company executives, 
these Committees provide  
support to the Advisory Board  
and Board of Executive Officers 
through analysis, research and 
discussions made prior to the 
appreciation of issues by those 
boards, on topics such as 
operations, business development, 
human resources, sustainability, 
and information technology. 

Alignment  
Forums

Created for the discussion  
and dissemination of strategic 
content between leaders and  
their teams. 

External  
Audit

Analyzes financial information  
and financial statements in order  
to ensure the veracity of the  
data, financial position, financial 
health and continuity of the 
Company. The External Audit  
works independently and adopts 
technical procedures to examine  
the integrity, adequacy and 
effectiveness of internal controls 
and available data. 

Ethics  
Committee

Is responsible for ensuring the 
dissemination of and adherence to 
the Company’s Code of Conduct, 
including the complaints received 
through the Whistleblower Channel 
and their respective actions. It is  
also responsible for the assessment 
and monitoring of the Company’s 
ethical aspects, its employees and 
supply chain. The Ethics Committee 
also contributes to the quality  
and effectiveness of compliance 
initiatives. It is a multitask group 
composed of the Board of Executive 
Officers and the Executive Manager 
of the Legal Department. 
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COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING
A printed version of the Code  
of Conduct is available to all 
employees, regardless of their 
position in the Company, where 
they perform their activity  
or how long they have been with 
the Company. This document,  
as well as the Anticorruption 
and Donation and Sponsorship 
policies, are available on 
Racional’s website with free 
access for those interested.  
The content of the Integrity 
Program is presented in  
online training to all monthly 
paid employees.

Integrity 
Program 

Compliance and ethical conduct issues are 
addressed through the Integrity Program, which 
was adopted in 2013 on a voluntary basis. The 
program brings together processes and procedures 
to manage these issues and coach employees  
and third parties on the performance of their 
activities in an ethical and transparent manner. 

The program is led by the Ethics Committee  
and has been continually improved over time. 
Following the work plan to be extended until 2021, 
in 2018 the Code of Ethics was reviewed and new 
policies addressing issues such as "Anticorruption" 
and "Donation and Sponsorship" were implemented. 
For these issues to be learnt and put into practice 
by employees, new training courses will be given 
and periodic communications will be sent to the 
entire Company in 2019. 

Code of  
Conduct

Reviewed in 2018 based on data 
obtained by Racional’s Whistleblower 
Channel and on the Integrity 
Program’s maturity diagnostics,  
the Code of Conduct covers the 
main issues as recommended by 
compliance guides and good market 
practices. It was first published  
in 2014 and it provides employees 
with guidance on the behavior 
expected from them in the 
workplace and in their relationship 
with stakeholders. A new version  
of Racional’s Code of Conduct will 
be released in 2019 and the 
communications team will update 
all employees on the new content. 

Integrity Program Pillars

ABOUT RACIONAL      ■      BUSINESS      ■      STRATEGY      ■      GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS      ■      MANAGEMENT      ■      RELATIONSHIPS     ■     FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Anticorruption  
Policy

Complements the Code of Conduct 
and provides instructions to 
prevent, detect and treat practices 
and/or behaviors that may be 
identified as corruption acts, bribery 
or kickback. The Anticorruption 
Policy reinforces Racional’s 
commitment to complying with  
the laws applicable to its business 
activity and with best compliance 
practices. Launched in 2018,  
the Policy is geared to Racional’s 
internal audience and follows  
the rules provided for in the 
Anticorruption Law (Law 12.846/13) 
and other applicable laws.  

Although the anticorruption issue 
was already addressed in the 
Company’s Code of Conduct with 
the clear message of non-tolerance 
to any wrongful act or undue 
advantage, the publication of  
a specific Anticorruption Policy  
aims to detail situations that may  
be characterized or interpreted as 
obtaining illegal or unfair advantage. 
With this, the Policy seeks to guide 
the Company’s stakeholders on 
how to avoid such situations and 
how to react in the event of finding 
out or suspecting of an occurrence 
like this. Read the document here.

Whistleblower 
Channel

Available to employees, clients and 
suppliers to clarify doubts about 
the Code of Conduct and to report 
misconduct or violations of the 
Code anonymously. Non-retaliation 
and impartiality in handling the 
complaints are also guaranteed. 
The Whistleblower Channel is 
managed by a specialized contract 
company and is in line with the 
best market practices. Available  
on Racional’s website.

Donation and 
Sponsorship Policy

This policy contains rules that 
complement the instructions set forth 
in Racional’s Code of Conduct, 
Anticorruption Policy and other internal 
policies, and reinforces that the use of 
donations and sponsorships for the 
purpose of obtaining unfair advantages 
or practicing wrongful acts, whether  
in the public or private sphere, is a 
prohibited conduct and is not tolerated 
by Racional. In this respect, the 
Donation and Sponsorship Policy, which 
will be launched in 2019, establishes 
guidelines so that donations and 
sponsorships — provided that they are 
in Racional’s interests — should always 
be pursued in line with the Company’s 
Strategic Values and objectives and in 
line with the best compliance practices. 
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Transparency 

Racional ensures maximum 
transparency on the disclosure of 
its financial statements audited  
by independent auditors  
and available to stakeholders.

High Management 
Commitment

The support and involvement of 
Racional’s senior management  
in compliance initiatives is public.  
This is an indispensable condition 
for the dissemination of an ethical 
culture and for the effective 
implementation of the Integrity 
Program. It is evidenced,  
among other examples, by the 
composition of the Ethics 
Committee, of which the senior 
managers are members, and  
by the introduction to the Code  
of Conduct, which is signed by 
Racional’s CEO.

Ethics Committee 

(Click here for further information)

Risk Analysis 

(Click here for further information)
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Management 
model
Racional Engenharia’s management is anchored 
on a nuclear model, whereby clients are the 
focus. By year-end 2018, the Company had four 
core groups based on this model: Business 
Development, Operations, People Management 
and Administration & Finance, the latter two 
had leadership changes in 2018. Executives  
in these groups are responsible for putting the 
Strategic Plan into practice and watch over  
the continuity of the business. 

CORE GROUPS:

DDN – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
OPE – OPERATIONS
GDP – PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
AFI – ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE

ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHART

VP

AFIGDPDDN OPE

CEO

ADVISORY BOARD
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In this respect, quality is defined by a Service 
Level Agreement (SLA), in which the actions 
necessary to achieve high performance are 
established, planned, executed and monitored.

Therefore, the Quality area contributes to  
the overall performance of the Company  
through processes, tools and continuous people  
training to mitigate the existence of systemic 
construction problems, reputation and 
performance risks, and cost impacts.

Throughout 2018, the Quality area provided 
training programs at various levels of the 
organization, as a means to guarantee that the best 
professionals are allocated to its various projects.

All these initiatives are in line with Racional’s 
basic premise: proud of doing a job well and in  
a definitive manner.

One of the 2018 highlights was the performance 
of the Quality area. The area is under the 
Engineering Department, which is part of the 
Operations Core Group, and it interacts with 
projects across all their phases — design, 
budgeting, pre-construction, planning, 
construction and post-construction — aimed at 
increasing the Company’s efficiency, assuring  
the completion of tasks and reducing rework.  
In this format, clients can rely on the provision  
of technical assistance services to their operation 
in order to support them for the good use and 
operation of their enterprise.

The Quality area covers the entire operation 
of the Company in order to ensure that the 
expected performance standards for the products 
delivered by Racional are actually achieved.  

Racional’s Quality 
area interacts 
with the projects 
across all their 
phases, ensuring 
the performance 
standards in the end 
product delivered  
to our clients
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Racional’s activities are based on the projects  
for which it is commissioned. The Company’s 
management, therefore, is decentralized so that 
each project is led by specific teams and with 
goals that are consistent with each reality. 

To reinforce the autonomous governance by 
the respective leaderships, which is a necessary 
step for the success of its projects, Racional  
relies on a unique management tool — the 
Program for Quality and Performance (PRqd), 
created by the Company to enable a management  
model adapted to the reality of each project. 
Inspired by the Project Management Body  
of Knowledge (PMBOK) methodology, the  
PRqd sets performance goals and organizes 
construction processes according to their 
respective requirements. 

The projects are audited monthly by corporate 
areas and by independent auditors, a routine  
that seeks to verify compliance with processes, 
administrative procedures and labor-related 
documentation. Other supervised aspects include 

Management  
at Racional  
is decentralized so  
that each project  
is led by a specific  
team and with  
goals consistent  
with each reality

contractual exposure and issues related to 
occupational safety and health, to the supply  
chain and socio-environmental aspects

Achieving operational excellence is a constant 
quest for the Company. For this, the Performance 
Management Project was created in 2018 to 
establish a methodology for reviewing processes, 
tools and structure geared to planning and costs, 
in order to ensure the highest performance of 
Racional’s management and governance model.

Through the Performance Management 
Project, processes focused on quality and 
productivity were redefined and indicators were 
created to enable the effective control and 
monitoring of projects throughout the 
construction life cycle, ranging from design to 
post-construction. With this, the Company has 
streamlined and sped up the identification of 
inefficiencies. Racional’s projects are conducted 
in a multidisciplinary manner, with participation of 
nearly all areas of the Company, thus highlighting 
the importance of workplace collaboration. 

Project 
management 
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Racional Engenharia is recognized as one of  
the construction companies in Brazil with the 
best achievements in Occupational Safety  
and Health. Data corroborate this perception.  
The Company’s accident frequency rate was  
2.77 in 2018, down from the previous year.  
The accident severity rate also decreased to 
26.87. Both figures are ranked as very good by 
the International Labour Organization (ILO)1.

These positive numbers reflect the fact  
that at Racional, construction planning is done 
with an eye on workplace safety. The Company  
is committed to providing safer construction 
processes, technical monitoring of the works  
and preventive actions, such as training and 
lectures to raise the awareness of Racional’s 
employees and contract workers to the 
importance of good practices in the workplace. 
The Company also organizes health campaigns, 
vaccination and dental programs. 

Occupational 
safety  
and health

1  Indicators take into account 
Racional’s performance and the 
performance of its contract 
companies on construction sites.

40.99

2016

28.94

2017

26.87

2018

accident severity rate

accident frequency rate 

2016 2017

2.77

2018

2.91
4.76

Racional is 
recognized as  
a benchmark in 
Occupational  
Safety and Health  
in the Brazilian  
civil construction 
industry
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The audits are intended to assess the effectiveness 
of the measures adopted to reduce workplace 
risks and accidents and to eliminate occupational 
diseases, while improving the workers’ health. 
This routine is complementary to regular internal 
audits in the form of site visits and inspection  
of the workers’ accommodation maintained  
by contract companies to ensure their employees 
work under optimal health and safety conditions 
and their required work documents are in order.  
If a nonconformity is identified, Racional 
immediately adopts corrective actions.

One fact that translates the effectiveness of the 
Company’s occupational safety and health actions 
is the decrease of absenteeism due to illness.  
In 2018, Racional’s average was 0.44, much lower 
than the industry’s average, which reached 2.7.

All these practices 
undergo external 
audits with  
the purpose of  
monitoring the 
performance of each 
construction site  
on issues related  
to Occupational  
Safety and Health

absenteeism rate 
(sick notice)

0.85

2016

0.52

2017

0.44

2018
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Workplace safety highlights

An initiative undertaken by Racional to stimulate 
good Occupational Safety and Health practices, 
and to recognize the commitment of employees  
to this aspect, is the Safety Olympics. This 
initiative creates health and safety targets on 
construction sites. The sites that accumulate the 
highest number of man-hours worked without 

lost time accidents stand out. In 2018, the 
highlight went to the construction site of the Park 
Sul Shopping Mall in Volta Redonda (Rio de 
Janeiro State), which reached the milestone of 
500,000 man-hours worked without lost time 
accidents. The workers were presented with a 
golden trophy in recognition of their achievement. 

SAFETY AND HEALTH SECTOR INDICATORS 

In order to contribute to the continuous 
improvement of practices in the Occupational 
Safety and Health sector, Racional is a 
member of a group of construction companies 
that met, under the coordination of the 
Seconci-SP (Social Construction Service),  
to devise indicators that allow gauging the 
progress of civil construction companies  
in this issue. The initiative aims to generate  

a database that can be used by the entire 
industry and contribute to improving the 
management of this issue and, therefore, reduce 
safety and health-related occurrences. Currently, 
a study underway seeks to unify different 
Occupational Safety indicators, besides raising 
the costs generated by workplace accidents.  
It also seeks to address the negative impacts  
on the companies’ image due to accidents.
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Risk management at Racional is carried out  
by the Board of Executive Officers, which  
bases itself on the Corporate Risk Management 
Matrix and is aided by multitask teams  
who attend monthly follow-up meetings to 
discuss the performance of the projects and  
the business. 

Project performance  
follow-up meetings 

Held monthly to closely follow up on the 
performance of the projects that are underway, 
these meetings helped to take a closer look  
at risk analysis in 2018. There was progress in 
the integration of several areas to discuss these 
themes, such as Operation, Corporate areas  
and Senior Management, leading to sharing 
perceptions and satisfactory results in terms  
of preventive and corrective action taken,  
in harmony with the commitment to integrate 
risk management and business strategy and  
with the collaborative stance that has permeated 
the Company’s management. 

Risk 
management

Corporate Risk  
Management Matrix 

This Matrix is updated regularly and allows  
to identify in advance the exposure to risks in 
different areas in line with the Company’s 
Strategic Plan. The Matrix covers all stages of 
business, such as those related to regulatory 
aspects, company’s reputation, responsibility  
for the supply chain, etc. 
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Contractual management 
training

Making the terms and conditions of the 
agreements signed between Racional and 
its clients known to the people involved  
in the Company’s projects is a critical  
factor to engage them in set goals and, 
consequently, achieve the success of the 
projects. Since the agreements reflect  
what has been negotiated between the 
parties, how it should be done, the 
accountability of each party for ensuring  
the outcome and also what is prohibited, 
learning about such terms and conditions 
and monitoring whether the parties  
are compliant with their obligations is  
a key tool for risk management. 

Given the importance of disseminating this 
information, in 2018 Racional reinforced  
its training program agenda with the teams 
that carry out the projects. Led by project 
managers with the support of the Legal 
Department, the training programs aim to 
disseminate the most relevant points and 
risks identified in the negotiation phase. 
This model was first adopted in 2018. 
Before, training was given exclusively by  
the Legal Department. The change sought  
to encourage the role of each team in the 
exchange of experiences to identify risk 
management and mitigation solutions. 
Throughout the year, training took place  
on construction sites. The programs were 
taught by local teams and leaders from  
the head office. 
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Brand

At 47 years old, Racional Engenharia is 
recognized in the Brazilian Engineering and  
Civil Construction industry for its reliability  
and closeness to clients. This is a recognition  
of enormous value for the Company and is 
cherished on an ongoing basis. After all, it 
directly impacts Racional’s image and reputation. 
It is, therefore, deeply committed to the 
uninterrupted management of its delivery 
capacity and the quality of its projects. 
Furthermore, it is highly attentive to the way  
in which the Company and its employees 
interact with clients and other stakeholders. 

BRAND PROMISE
We are the most reliable company when  
it comes to building with high performance. 
We go beyond ensuring delivery within  
the agreed scope, timeframe and quality  
at competitive costs. We understand the 
particularities of each project and enhance 
our client’s business plan through 
innovation, risk management and by 
anticipating solutions. Our teams are deeply 
committed to sound ethical principles and 
are supported by our engineering, 
construction and management skills. 

To Racional Engenharia, intangible assets 
permeate and have a direct relationship with  
its four strategic dimensions: Value, Market, 
Management and People. Therefore,  
four aspects stand out in the Company’s 
everyday operations: Brand, Human Capital, 
Innovation and Knowledge Management. 
Though intangible, these assets are crucial  
to the Company’s continuity.

Intangible 
assets
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Innovation 

Racional’s planning and control routines have 
increasingly adopted available technologies.  
One example is the VDC (Virtual Design and 
Construction) process. As its name suggests, 
this core technology enables the management  
of projects using the BIM (Construction 
Information Modeling) tool, which creates  
virtual models for:

■ Integrating data across all stages of the project,  
  such as structure, installations and finish
■ Building plan and production support
■ Quantitatives for cost estimates
■ Energy efficiency
■ As-Built and facilities management 

VDC + BIM:  
greater accuracy, productivity  
and efficiency in  
building management 
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Geared to make the most out of this information, 
VDC adds value to every stage of the project 
lifecycle, from the concept phase to the operation 
and maintenance of the building. For example,  
it provides accuracy and speed to surveys and 
existing conditions, and it is capable of verifying 
geometric interferences to forecast and avoid 
future problems. It also allows to simulate 
scenarios based on the estimated model,  
which guarantees the quality of the building. 
Furthermore, it helps monitor the project’s basic 
premises in real time and update the budget, 
checking for deviations, among other activities, 
such as monitoring the building plan, holding 
restriction meetings, whereby risks are  
eliminated and restrictions to construction  
works are resolved.

VDC enables full 3D viewing of the building 
scope and assures clients that the designs  
will be developed within the technical and price 
standards initially defined, in shorter terms  
and ensuring that CAPEX is defined upon 
commencement of the contract. The VDC thus 
contributes to closer and continuous monitoring 

of construction works, while enhancing Racional’s 
engineering vocation and projects.

VDC efficiency stems from collaborative 
environments, such as those that have been 
increasingly fostered at Racional, by integrating  
not only its employees, but also the supply chain 
which, in its different specialties, provides 
information to BIM, from the budget phase to 
project execution.

These tools are part of a larger context  
of increased technology use and ongoing digital 
transformation. They represent what Racional 
understands as part of the innovation process in 
the engineering and construction industry. To the 
Company, technology is related to increasingly 
smarter services and solutions adaptable to the 
reality of each project and to the transformation of 
the industry. Racional’s goal is to guarantee quality 
and high performance to its buildings and meet  
the needs of its clients, while also challenging 
current production processes in civil construction, 
thus increasing productivity.

The year also brought the Lean Construction 
methodology for training Racional’s leaders and 

operational teams. Lean Construction is  
a production management philosophy aimed at 
increasing productivity and avoiding resources 
and time waste with a focus on results.  
In 2018, this methodology was introduced  
in Racional during the redesign of planning and 
cost processes and in production control. 

Lean construction: 
productivity gains  
with a focus on results 
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Human capital

People management underpins the  
Company’s Strategic Plan. Therefore, Racional  
is committed to providing its employees with 
learning opportunities and skills development, 
investment in training programs, as well  
as incentives for working environments to 
become increasingly collaborative to enhance 
employee potential. 

Knowledge management

Racional undertakes several initiatives to preserve 
and disseminate the corporate intelligence 
acquired in its projects among its employees. 
These initiatives include disclosure of good 
practices on the Company’s intranet, activities 
carried out by the Operational Governance and 
Quality areas, which for their nature are 
responsible for supporting the unification of 
processes and sharing lessons learned within the 
Company, and also holding specific in-house 
forums. In these spaces, the lessons learned from 
the projects are discussed, as well as the results 
of Customer Satisfaction Surveys, conducted 
annually. These activities allow course corrections 
to be made during the execution of projects.

In its quest for continuous improvement, 
Racional intends to strengthen corporate 
processes at all levels of the Organization and 
establish a structure focused on total quality. 
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As a services company, Racional depends to  
a large extent on its human capital to stand out. 
For this reason, the Company seeks to offer  
a healthy, motivating and challenging work 
environment where everyone feels valued and 
encouraged to develop their own skills and 
abilities. In this sense, a new variable 
compensation model was implemented in 2018, 
which recognizes a more collaborative 
environment and provides more consistency  
and alignment to individual contribution and 
projects to the overall results of the Company. 

To Racional, the stimulus to a collaborative 
environment has gained increased importance. 
Therefore, the exchange of ideas and knowledge 
sharing is frequently encouraged. This has 
become one of the topics to be considered in  
the employees’ assessment and meritocracy 
criteria as of 2019. Another aspect that is critical 
for the Company are training and professional 
development activities. Racional promotes specific 
training focused on technical development and 
skills building according to the employee’s field of 
work. It also undertakes the following initiatives: 

Construction Technology  
and Management Training 
Program (GTEC)
The purpose of this program is to offer technical 
improvement and management of works in 
progress. Initially, it was geared to employees in 
the Production and Projects area. In 2018, it was 
extended to the Budget and Supply Chain teams. 
The program encourages discussions of critical 
issues related to everyday construction, aimed at 
achieving operational excellence and enhancing 
delivery quality. The program is composed of eight 
modules that address various topics from building 
performance and contractual management to 
waterproofing and installation systems. The GTEC 
was attended by 50 employees during the year. 

Employees

We encourage  
a healthy,  
collaborative 
and challenging 
environment
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Behavioral  
training

Two new training programs were carried out in 
2018: the Coaching Leader program was offered 
with the purpose of transmitting concepts related 
to the coaching process and the expected 
behavior of employees who seek to improve their 
ability to lead, regardless of their position in the 
Company. The Communicate in an Efficient Way 
program presented communication techniques 
that can contribute to the best performance  
in functions and work routines. The program  
was open to the participation of all employees 
and was organized in a way that brought together 
diverse groups, thus stimulating the exchange  
of ideas and learning. The Coaching Leader 
program was attended by 63 people, while the 
Communicate in an Efficient Way program was 
attended by 82 employees in 2018.

Study incentive  
program

By awarding scholarships for undergraduate, 
postgraduate, MBA and language courses, 
Racional seeks to help employees in their 
personal development. To qualify for the 
scholarship, employees must meet certain 
requirements, such as how long they have been 
with company and affinity between their field  
of study and the activities they perform. During 
2018, 16 employees were awarded scholarships. 

Summer Job

This program is aimed at university students  
on holiday and lasts two months. The initiative 
seeks to provide hands-on experience to 
participants, allowing them to connect what  
they learn in the classroom with Racional’s 
operational routines. Furthermore, the program 
strengthens the relationship between the 
Company and universities, streamlining 
organizational processes and reinforcing 
Racional’s brand among university students.  
At the end of the program, students present 
suggestions for improving their areas of practice. 
2018 was the second year the Summer Job 
program was offered and it was attended by four 
students from Escola Politécnica at University  
of São Paulo (Poli-USP). 
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Human resources management
The Company deploys several tools for its 
Human Resources management, among which: 

Organizational  
Climate Survey
As occurs every year, in 2018 Racional 
Engenharia organized a new Climate Survey 
among its employees. There was a high  
level of employee satisfaction with working  
at the Company (84%), again surpassing  
the result obtained in the previous year (82%). 
Workplace Environment and Safety were 
outstanding items in the evolution of  
satisfaction. The employees also noticed 
significant improvement in how leaders lead, 
especially in their relationship with the  
team, the autonomy given and continuous 
feedbacks. The improvement in management  
of contracts, planning and quality, as well  
as a closer relationship and partnership  
between the head office and construction sites, 
were other points mentioned in the survey.  

Held every year since 2015, the survey has  
a qualitative and quantitative approach, with  
an online questionnaire and face-to-face 
meetings with groups of employees.  
Adherence to the 2018 survey was 92%, 
surpassing the previous year’s mark of 71%. 
Based on the results, Racional seeks to  
improve the most prominent issues. 

2015 2016 2017 2018

76

81 82
84 Skills  

Assessment
Evaluates the performance of monthly paid 
employees, in which results and target reaching 
are combined with individual behaviors. The Skills 
Assessment is used as a basis for preparing  
the Individual Development Plan (PDI) for the 
following year and for recognition actions practiced 
within the Company, which range from study 
grants to a career promotion or salary increase. 

RECOGNIZING EMPLOYEE DEDICATION  
TO THE COMPANY 
Every year, Racional recognizes the dedication 
of its long-time employees. This initiative  
is in line with Racional’s essence of 
appreciating and valuing people’s loyalty 
and commitment. In 2018, 12 employees 
were recognized: 10 for having worked  
10 years and two employees for having 
worked 20 years for the Company.
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Employee profile
By year-end 2018, Racional Engenharia had 415 employees, 
remaining unchanged over the number of employees  
in the previous year. This total has the following breakdown 
by gender, employment type and age:

2015 2016 2017 2018

Breakdown by 
gender

27

73

22

78

30

70

33

67

2015 20172016 2018

Breakdown by 
employment type

35
31

56

44

65

49 51

69

2015 2016 2017 2018

Breakdown by  
age

28

54

18

30

57

13

30

56

14

29

56

15

of executive  
leadership positions  
are held by women

29%
UNDER 30

30 TO 50 

OVER 50

HOURLY PAID 

MONTHLY PAID 

WOMEN 

MEN 
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Clients
Racional’s efforts are focused on a single  
goal: customer satisfaction. Within this goal,  
the Company mobilizes technical and 
management resources to interact with clients 
and establish bonds of trust, recognition and 
loyalty with them.

In its activities, Racional seeks to reinforce  
and materialize its Brand Promise. In order to 
verify client perception about these issues  
and about the quality of services provided, the 
Company conducts a Customer Satisfaction 
Survey annually to gather information for 
improvements, like improvement of contract 
management. The survey also establishes  
a direct communication channel with clients. 

Supply chain
Over the years, supplier relationship has been 
shifting to increasingly participatory interactions, 
thus reinforcing our partnership with these 
stakeholders. This practice is in line with Racional’s 
emphasis on building increasingly collaborative 
environments. In many of its projects, the 
Company has relied on the expertise of its supply 
chain to analyze and develop proposals.
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Civil society
In order to contribute to the development of the 
Civil Construction industry, Racional Engenharia 
participates in or maintains partnerships  
with associations sharing like-minded goals. 

Associations 

GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL BRAZIL  
(GBC BRAZIL) 
Seeks to promote sustainable construction  
in Brazil. Racional is also a member of the  
work group responsible for the adaptation of 
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) certification to Brazilian standards. 

SÃO PAULO ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE 
(COMASP / SINDUSCON-SP)
Its purpose is to disseminate information and  
train employees in order to make civil 
construction more sustainable through good 
environment-related practices. 

Community 
Click here to learn about Racional’s initiatives 
towards community development. 

INSTITUTO ETHOS
Aims to disseminate corporate social  
responsibility practices. 

INSTITUTE FOR THE PROMOTION OF 
ENTREPRENEURIAL WORK (TRABALHO E VIDA) 
Offers technical seminars, lectures and 
conferences on Workplace Safety, Health  
and Quality of Life, besides disseminating  
new training technologies. 
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Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of 
Racional Engenharia Ltda. (Company), which 
comprise the balance sheet as of December 31, 
2018 and the related statements of operations, 
comprehensive income and changes in 
quotaholders' equity, and cash flows for the  
year then ended, as well as the corresponding 
notes, comprising the significant accounting 
policies and other explanatory information.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial 
statements present fairly, in all material  
respects, the financial position of Racional 
Engenharia Ltda. as of December 31, 2018,  
the performance of its operations and its cash 
flows for the year then ended, in conformity  
with accounting practices adopted in Brazil.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with 
Brazilian and International Standards on Auditing. 
Our responsibilities under those standards are 
further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities 
for the Auditing of Financial Statements section 
of our report. We are independent in relation of 
the Company, in accordance with the relevant 
ethical requirements included in the Accountant 
Professional Code of Ethics (“Código de  
Ética Profissional do Contador”) and in the 
professional standards issued by the Brazilian 
Federal Accounting Council (“Conselho Federal 
de Contabilidade”) and we have fulfilled our  
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with 
these requirements.  We believe that the audit 
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Independent 
auditors’  
report on 
the financial 
statements
To   
To the Administrators and Quotaholders of   
Racional Engenharia Ltda. 
São Paulo, SP
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Auditors’ responsibilities  
for the audit of the  
financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable  
assurance about whether the financial  
statements as a whole are free from material 
misstatements, whether due to fraud or error,  
and issue an auditors’ report that includes our 
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level  
of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an  
audit conducted in accordance with Brazilian  
and international standards on auditing will  
always detect a material misstatements  
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from 
fraud or error and are considered material if,  
individually or in the aggregate, they could 
reasonably be expected to influence the  
economic decisions of users taken on the basis  
of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with Brazilian  
and international standards on auditing, we 
exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional skepticism throughout the audit.  
We also:

■ Identify and assess the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
any due to fraud or error, design and perform  
audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  
The risk of not detecting material misstatement 
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting 
from error, as fraud may involve the override  
of internal control, collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions or misrepresentation.

Responsibility of  
management for the  
financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation 
and fair presentation of the financial statements  
in accordance with the Accounting Practices 
Adopted in Brazil and for such internal control  
as management determines is necessary to 
enable the preparation of financial statements  
that are free from material misstatements, 
whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, 
Management is responsible for assessing the 
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, 
disclosing, as applicable, matters related to  
going concern and using the going concern  
basis of accounting unless Management intends 
to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, 
or has no realistic alternative to but to do so.
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based on the audit evidence obtained up to the 
date of our auditors’ report. However, future 
events or conditions may cause the Company  
to continue as a going concern.

■ Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and 
content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements 
represent the underlying transactions and events 
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with management regarding 
planned scope and timing of the audit and 
significant audit findings, including any significant 
deficiencies in internal control identified during 
our work. 

■ Obtain an understanding of the internal  
control relevant to the audit in order to to design 
audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of  
the Company’s internal controls.

■ Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by management.

■ Conclude on the appropriateness of 
Management’s use of the going concern basis  
of accounting and, based on the audit evidence 
obtained, whether a material uncertainty  
exists related to events or conditions that may 
cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability  
to continue as a going concern. If we conclude 
that a material uncertainty exists, we are  
required to draw attention in our auditors’  
report to the related disclosures in the financial 
statements or, if such disclosure are inadequate, 
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are  

SÃO PAULO, MARCH 29, 2019

KPMG AUDITORES INDEPENDENTES
CRC SP014428/O-6

ORIGINAL REPORT IN  
PORTUGUESE SIGNED BY 
WAGNER PETELIN
ACCOUNTANT CRC 1SP142133/O-7
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Balance sheet
AT DECEMBER 31, 2018  
AND 2017
(IN THOUSANDS OF REAIS)

  2018 2017
ASSETS

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 97,383 2,265

INTEREST EARNING BANK DEPOSITS 20,743 34,444

TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 6,793 20,926

ADVANCES TO SUPPLIERS 652 10,746

CURRENT TAX ASSETS 2,441 1,815

OTHER RECEIVABLES 648 722

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 128,660 70,918

TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 225 381

JUDICIAL DEPOSITS 1,857 1,845

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS 12,279 12,865

OTHER RECEIVABLES 437 398

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 14,798 15,489

INVESTMENTS 85 85

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 564 762

INTANGIBLE ASSETS 7,670 7,755

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 23,117 24,091

TOTAL ASSETS 151,777 95,009

See our website for the 
accompanying notes to the 
financial statements

  2018 2017
LIABILITIES

SUPPLIERS 12,246  9,387

LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY OBLIGATIONS 12,989  13,767

CURRENT TAX LIABILITIES 2,200  3,189

INCOME TAX AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION PAYABLE 2,394  –

ADVANCES FROM CLIENTS 79,317  31,592

PROVISION FOR GUARANTEE OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS 5,710 7,602

OTHER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 928 1,216

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 115,784 66,753

LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY OBLIGATIONS 1,023 1,914

SUPPLIERS 48  2,748

PROVISION FOR CONTINGENCIES 4,856  3,652

PROVISION FOR GUARANTEE OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS 2,245  805

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 3,172  3,877

OTHER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 134 172

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 11,478  13,168

TOTAL LIABILITIES 127,262 79,921

QUOTAHOLDERS’ EQUITY 

CAPITAL 21,615 21,615

EQUITY VALUATION ADJUSTMENT (145) (1,312)

RETAINED EARNINGS (LOSSES) 3,045 (5,215)

TOTAL QUOTAHOLDERS’ EQUITY 24,515 15,088

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND QUOTAHOLDERS’ EQUITY 151,777 95,009
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Statement of 
operations
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(IN THOUSANDS OF REAIS)

  2018 2017
NET OPERATING REVENUE 651,800 279,542

COST OF SERVICES RENDERED (596,182) (262,151)

GROSS INCOME 55,618  17,391

 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND COMMERCIAL EXPENSES (46,788) (42,147)

DEPRECIATIONS (209) (310)

AMORTIZATIONS (572) (953)

OTHER REVENUES 1,035 384

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE NET FINANCIAL REVENUES AND TAXES 9,084 (25,635)

 

FINANCIAL REVENUES 3,803 6,356

FINANCIAL EXPENSES (500) (1,169)

NET FINANCIAL REVENUES 3,303 5,187

 

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES 12,387 (20,448)

 

CURRENT INCOME TAX AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION (3,466) –

DEFERRED INCOME TAX AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION (661) 7,060

NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR 8,260 (13,388)

See our website for the accompanying notes  
to the financial statements
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Statement of 
comprehensive 
income
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(IN THOUSANDS OF REAIS)

  2018 2017
NET INCOME (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR 8,260 (13,388)

REMEASUREMENT OF DEFINED BENEFIT LIABILITY 1,167 (731)

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 9,427 (14,119)

See our website for the accompanying notes  
to the financial statements
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Statement of 
changes in 
quotaholders’ 
equity
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(IN THOUSANDS OF REAIS)

BALANCE AT JANUARY 01, 2017 21,615 (581) 38,378 59,412

LOSS FOR THE YEAR – – (13,388) (13,388)

LOSSES ON ACTUARIAL OBLIGATIONS – (731) – (731)

PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS – – (30,205) (30,205)

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2017 21,615 (1,312) (5,215) 15,088

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR – – 8,260 8,260

GAINS ON ACTUARIAL OBLIGATIONS – 1,093 – 1,093

INCOME TAX AND SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION  

ON CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS – 74 – 74

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2018 21,615 (145) 3,044 24,515

EQUITY 
VALUATION 

ADJUSTMENTCAPITAL 
RETAINED 

EARNINGS TOTAL

See our website for the accompanying notes  
to the financial statements
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Statement of 
cash flows
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2018 AND 2017
(IN THOUSANDS OF REAIS)

  2018 2017
CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES 12,387 (20,448)

ADJUSTMENTS FOR:

 DEPRECIATIONS 209 310

 AMORTIZATIONS 572 953

 INTEREST ON INTEREST EARNING BANK DEPOSITS (465) (5,868)

 REVERSAL/FORMATION OF PROVISION FOR GUARANTEE OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS (452) 2,806

 PROVISION FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 388 447

 WRITE-OFF/LOSS ON SALE OF FIXED ASSETS AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS – 29

 FORMATION OF CONTINGENCIES 6,571 3,111

  19,210 (18,660)

CHANGES IN:

(INCREASE) DECREASE IN ASSETS

 TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 14,289 33,386

 CURRENT TAX ASSETS (627) (1,242)

 ADVANCES TO SUPPLIERS 10,094 147

 JUDICIAL DEPOSITS (12) 10

 OTHER RECEIVABLES 35 1,866

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN LIABILITIES

 SUPPLIERS 159 (9,902)

 ADVANCES FROM CLIENTS 47,725 (11,442)

 LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY OBLIGATIONS (1,669) (2,947)

 CURRENT TAX LIABILITIES (989) (3,291)

 OTHER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (326) (54)
See our website for the accompanying notes  
to the financial statements
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  2018 2017
CASH GENERATED BY (USED IN) OPERATING ACTIVITIES 87,889 (12,129)

 PAYMENT OF CONTINGENCIES (5,367) (2,443)

 INCOME TAXES PAID (1,072) –

NET CASH FLOW FROM / (USED IN) OPERATING ACTIVITIES 81,450 (14,572)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 

 INTEREST EARNING BANK DEPOSITS, NET 14,166 32,273

 ACQUISITION OF FIXED AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS (559) (520) 

 CHECKING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM RELATED PARTIES – 91

 CASH FROM DISPOSAL OF FIXED ASSETS 61 53

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 13,668 31,897

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

 PAYMENT OF DIVIDENDS – (30,205)

NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES – (30,205)

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 95,118 (12,880)

 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT JANUARY 1 2,265 15,145

 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT DECEMBER 31  97,383 2,265

See our website for the accompanying notes  
to the financial statements
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